Self-service card issuance solutions

Our plastic card issuing self-service kiosks are based on a standard template that can be customised and adapted to individual requirements.

The touch-screen provides an easy-to-use interface to a powerful PC that can run any card issuance application from visitor management through to the localised issuance of payment cards.

Magicard ID card printers can be easily fitted into the design in order to dispense secure plastic cards. Cards can be fully personalised with colour printing, magnetic stripe and/or smart card encoding (contact or contactless) and can even feature Magicard’s secure HoloKote™ watermark feature.

Optional components

- Touch screen interface
- Custom UI
- Enduro3E ID card printer
- Rio Pro ID card printer
- Card dispenser
- WiFi
- POS terminal
Solutions and industries

Self-issuance of prepaid financial cards
Access to public services via smart ID card

Visitor management solutions
Transport and ticketing

Other kiosk designs

A comprehensive range of non-card issuing alternative kiosk formats are available.